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QUESTION 1

A customer wants to add overhead cost to a material cost estimate with quantity structure, without changing the BOM
and routing. 

Which options does the customer have? (Choose two.) 

A. Cost element planning 

B. Overhead surcharges 

C. Easy cost planning 

D. Template allocation 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

What runtime environments are provided by SAP NetWeaver? (Choose two.) 

A. WebSphere AS 

B. Apache Tomcat 

C. ASABAP 

D. AS Java 

E. Boss AS 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

How does material costing support semi-finished and finished materials that are valuated in stock with consistent
valuation strategies per company code? 

A. You are only allowed to use iterative activity prices in material cost estimates which update standard prices. 

B. You are only allowed to use one single costing variant to update standard prices per period and company code. 

C. You are only allowed to use material cost estimates with quantity structure to update standard prices. 

D. Costing runs to update the standard prices have to run generally under observation of an external auditor. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company wants to use Profitability Analysis (CO-PA) to obtain an early analysis of their anticipated profits. 

Which functionality provides the best results? 

A. Transfer the plan data from the "Sales and operation planning" to costing-based CO-PA and use record type "P" for
analysis. 

B. Transfer sales orders and quotations from SD to account-based CO-PA and use record type "F" for analysis. 

C. Transfer sales orders and quotations from SD to costing-based CO-PA and use record type "A" for analysis. 

D. Transfer the plan balance data from FI to account-based CO-PA and use record type "F" for analysis. 

E. Analyze sales quotation as a detail value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Difference between periodic reposting and distributions are (Choose two.): 

A. In periodic reposting no partner is updated where during distribution the system also updates the partner in the total
record for the sender. 

B. The distribution is used to transfer primary as well as secondary costs whereas periodic reposting is used to transfer
primary costs. 

C. For periodic reposting separate credit record is written in the sender cost center whereas for distributions no separate
credit record is written in the sender cost center. 

D. The performance of periodic reposting is better distribution. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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